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In Memoriam: Senator John S. McCain
1936 - 2018

Few of us have been tested the way John
once was, or required to show the kind
of courage that he did. But all of us can
aspire to the courage to put the greater
good above our own. At John’s best, he
showed us what that means. And for
that, we are all in his debt.
Barack and Michelle Obama
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Editorial

Seven Deadly Sins or Does Immunity Equal Forgiveness?
The dTrump and his minions certainly have the bases covered on all counts. Every news
cycle brings news of more officials who are indicted, charged, tried and sent to jail. As the
diligent, hard working Robert S. Muller, III and his team investigate the extensive body of
information and persons, the extent of corruption, the individual criminality is vast.
On Tuesday, August 21, 2018, a jury found Paul Manafort guilty on eight counts of tax and
bank fraud, false statements, being an unregistered agent of a foreign principal, obstruction
of justice. Facing years of incarceration, Manafort admitted guilt and immediately revealed
evidence of criminal involvements of an “un-named” co-conspirator (presumed to be
Trump). On the same day, Michael D. Cohen pleaded guilty to tax evasion, bank fraud,
and campaign finance violations.
Within two days, New York Attorney General Barbara Underwood asked the state’s
Department of Taxation and Finance to make a referral on Cohen, an administrative step
that would allow her office to investigate him for possible violations of state tax law,
according to a person familiar with the state probe. Next came investigations into the
Trump Organization, and the Trump Foundation. David Pecker, CEO of National
Enquirer Publisher, after disclosing his company had a safe filled with information on the
activities of dTrump and his family and associates, was granted immunity from
prosecution.
And what is the Congress doing during all of this time? This august body of elected officials
are working to confirm a Supreme Court Justice whose record is being suppressed, hidden
from review — except from a record where the nominee states the president of the United
States is above [not subject to] the law. Two more members of the House have been
indicted, charged with crimes. Rep. Duncan Hunter, CA-50R (and his wife), were indicted
for misuse of campaign funds. With a history of a lavish lifestyle, his bank account was
overdrawn 1,100 times resulting in over $37,000 in fees. He paid $800 to fly his pet bunny
to Washington.
Just today, the U.S. Congress announced the reopening of the investigation into the emails
of Hillary Clinton.
Meanwhile, back at the ranch, there are still over 550 children who remain jailed, separated
from their families, living in cages, with no plan to reunite them with their families. Jeff
Sessions, U.S. Attorney General has a documented record of racism and misleading
Congress. The U.S. Secretary of Education, Betsy DeVos announced plans to arm teachers
with guns, paid for out of taxpayer funds designated for instruction.
Make no mistake, we, the people, are in grave danger by the criminal acts of those in
power. Those who have asked for immunity and leniency are providing much insight into
these acts, these crimes revealed in the seven deadly sins. Much damage has been done to
us all. Our rule of law, granted in the U.S. Constitution is withstanding the assault.
Immunity (and leniency in punishment) will make possible the goal of finding the truth. It
is damage control, not absolution.
Rachel Baker Ford, editor
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Guest Article

We Are DONE!

—Faith Chatham

When I was a young college girl it appeared that we would get the ERA passed and
ratified. I am no longer young. I am not a college girl with most of my life ahead of me.
We are fighting the same battles. We cannot continue doing the same things in the same
old way. We have been there. Already done that.
I saw Hillary Clinton get more votes in Texas than any Democratic Presidential Nominee
in Texas history and to see more Americans vote for her than for her opponent(s) yet
pundits refer to her as “one of the most unpopular candidates in history!” Unpopular
with whom? The minority/ Not the Majority. It is easier to rail against the Electoral
College than to understand the Constitution and refuse to have it hijacked!
I have heard folks say that women’s current activism is all because of Donald Trump.
They are WRONG. We were pissed before Trump. Rape kits sat untested in store
rooms across America. Women suffered sexual harassment or were siloed or fired when
we objected. We worked for 50 or 60 cents [per hour] or if we were fortunate, 70 cents
to our male co-workers dollar. We survived by working harder, being smarter, and
helping less deserving male co-workers pull in bonuses and get promotions.
We are in the streets. We are no longer silent. Trump is merely the ribbon. The
package is much greater than he could ever be. It is institutional systematic misogynistic
oppression.
We are no longer patient. We will not be silent. We are DONE.
There are more women Congressional nominees in 2018 in Texas than ever in our
nation’s history. Some will win. Will it make enough of a difference? No. Not nearly.
But we are DONE with patience. We are DONE with silence. We are DONE with
making men look good and get promotions and bonuses.
There is no way that any piss ant like Donald Trump could scratch the surface of our
anger. It has been simmering from the beginning of time. It is 100 years since Women
in Texas got the right to vote in the Democratic Primary. Then some judge dared to call
their votes unconstitutional and demand a recount using only the votes of men.
The U.S. Constitution was written 242 years ago. Women were not included except as
chattel. My first American ancestor landed on these shore in 1630. That is 388 years
and we live in a nation where 100 years after women first voted the U.S. Congress is only
20 percent female and from Texas less than 8 percent of the state’s federal delegation is
female.
Too Little. Too Slow. Too Patient. Too accommodating.
We must stop doing the same ‘ole thing in the the same old ways. The price is too high
to just “get along.”
Reprinted with permission: www.dailykos.com/stories/2018/8/20/1789654/-We-are-DONE
© Kos Media, LLC Site content may be used for any purpose without explicit permission unless otherwise
specified. “Kos” and “Daily Kos” are registered trademarks of Kos Media, LLC.
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President Attack Dog!
— Charles E. Ford, Jr.

Trump has revoked the security clearance from John O. Brennan, former Director of the Central
Intelligence Agency, and a dedicated official who helped keep Americans safe for over 60 years.
Trump has also threatened to take the clearances from a list of other people, mostly from law
enforcement or the Intelligence community. The President has the authority to revoke a security
clearance from anyone but when he revokes a clearance he bypasses the victim’s right to due process
which includes an appeal process before the clearance is cancelled.
Trump’s list of people for whom he intends to revoke the security clearance all have one thing in
common. They have said or done something the President doesn’t like. They may have insulted
Trump or questioned his policies or they may be potential witnesses in the Russian Collusion
investigation. In fact, Trump may obstruct justice and get away with it if he takes the security
clearance from Robert Mueller and his staff investigating the Russian intrusion into the 2016
presidential election or if he revokes the clearances of potential witnesses.
The President’s list is an enemies list he will use to attack and punish individual American citizens that
do not agree with him or his policies. He has already used his bully pulpit to punish Comey calling
for him to be fired in public before he was fired. Trump was calling for Andrew McCabe to be fired
and to lose his pension for months before McAabe was fired hours before he was eligible to retire.
Peter Strzok was fired because he bad mouthed Trump in private emails because Trump kept public
calling for the firing. No evidence was found that Strzok’s personal bias affected his work or
influenced his professional decisions. Each might have been reprimanded but probably not fired if
Trump had not been attacking each repeatedly on Twitter and TV.
By denying a clearance to people because they are not currently working in the Government, Trump
cheats the government of a very valuable source of experience that may be critical in times of peril or
prevent needless errors. We shouldn’t need to reinvent the wheel every time we change personnel in
the executive branch of our government. The consequences of errors by the leader of a federal
department can be very serious and affect the lives of thousands. A little advice should be very
welcome from an experienced individual.
The “leader” of the free world is so petty he publicly attacks individuals like a sixth grade bully and
Congress does nothing to fulfill their duty to protect Americans. Sixty million people thought it was
cute when Trump would call candidates on the stage with him, “Crooked Hillary,” “Lying Ted,” etc.
He now knows no bounds nor does he care about the consequences. The President of the United
States has no business attacking United States citizens and certainly should not have an enemies list.
If Trump gets away with this stunt he will do something worse and more vile. It may seem
unimportant when he starts but it will soon develop into another stepping stone to his dictatorship.
He proposes a need for a national leadership school starting with selected small children that will live
at the school in a carefully orchestrated environment with parental consent. Eventually, attendance
will not be voluntary, children will be chosen and removed from their homes. He already proved he
is willing to kidnap children. And that he can get away with it. Why not? China and North Korea
do it? Children in pens? Why not?
Every move Trump makes moves him closer to dictatorship status.
###
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REPORT CARD
Citizens of
The United States of America
Donald J, Trump, President

SUBJECT

GRADE

NOTE

TPP

INCOMPLETE

No Followup

NAFTA

F

No Results

TARIFF

F

Ignored history, raised costs for Americans, cost
jobs, angered allies, lost sales for American
farmers and manufacturers

TAX REFORM

D

Tax cut for billionaires and corporations for
stock buyback. Trivial benefit for the middle
class if any

IMMIGRATION

F

Kidnaped children, lost hundreds that may
never be reunited with their parents

NORTH KOREA

D

Met with Kim Jung Un, signed paper, but
accomplished nothing.

AFGHANISTAN

F

Military still there

SYRIA

F

Military still there

LEADERSHIP

F

Hired a whole set of swamp critters to destroy
everything that Obama did and to allow
corporations to pollute our environment.

ECONOMY

D

The current economy is strong because Obama
built on a solid base. The full effect of the tariff
war is still to be felt

DEBT/DEFICIT

F

Deficit will be the highest ever this year over
$800 Billion and debt is already $21.4 Trillion

OVERALL

D–

In spite of his claims, he hasn’t accomplished
anything positive but is an absolutely terrible
role model for young people.

Recommendations:
Unlikely that remediation or intervention can be successful. Immediate Alternative Institution
and/or incarceration placement is essential.
Donnie presents grave probability of harm to others and himself.
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The Congressional Review Act
— Charles E. Ford, Jr.

The Republicans have discovered the Congressional Review Act (CRA) which became law in 1996.
The intent of the CRA was for Congress and the Government Accountability Office (GAO) to
have oversight of rules and regulations initiated in the Executive branch of the Government. The
department or agency that initiates the rule or regulation must submit a rule report to each
House of Congress and to the GAO. If the rule is not consider “major” it may take effect
immediately. But for major rules and regulations Congress has 60 days to approve a “resolution
of disapproval” which would have vetoed the rule or regulation. If Congress doesn’t act the rule
will become law.
The Republicans were aware of this while President Obama was in office but President Obama
would have vetoed the resolution of disapproval. However, when the administration changed
hand on January 20, 2017 the Republicans controlled both Houses of Congress and the White
House so they wasted no time attacking regulations issued in the last couple of months of
Obama’s Presidency. They issued at least 14 resolutions of disapproval wiping out regulations
issued by the departments of Labor, Interior, Defense, Education, Health and Human Services,
the bureau of Consumer Financial Protection, the Federal Communication Commission, and the
Securities Exchange Commission.
Initially, they thought they could only repeal regulations that were less than 60 days old but then
someone realized the clock did not start until the regulation was submitted to Congress and the
GAO for review. The Executive branch has been really sloppy about complying with that
requirement so any regulation that has never been submitted for review is an open target for the
Republicans to attack with a resolution of disapproval no matter how long it has been in affect.
To show how serious the Republicans are about repealing rules and regulations H.R. 1170 has
been referred to committee.
H.R. 1170 – 115th Congress (2017-2018) requires each federal agency to submit to Congress a list
of any rules for which the agency did not comply with requirements under the Congressional
Review Act to report on the issuance of such rules to the House of Representatives, the Senate,
and the Government Accountability Office.
Regulations (rules) exist to protect people or the environment. Somebody dumped dangerous
chemical in a drinking water source, or let poisonous chemical seep into a river or lake
contaminating the water, or a corporation saved a few dollars by not buying safety equipment
that cost an employee an eye or life. People are lazy and reject change. It took decades to
convince buckling up their seat belt was indeed better than flying into the steering wheel or the
windshield. It also took Government regulations to convince auto makers it was to their
advantage to put seat belts in the car and pass the cost onto consumers.
Do you want your employer to save a few bucks on that safety guard that fell off the machine or
replace your worn office chair with a folding chair. You don’t really need those ergonomic
features, do you?
It is hard to tell how far the Republicans will go repealing these regulations but so far in 2018
there have been 219 resolutions of disapproval filed so they can tell CEO’s they are getting rid of
all these burdensome regulations.
###
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Open letter to Governor Greg Abbott and Lt. Governor Dan Patrick
Texas Kids Can’t Wait
Texans for Public Education
August 22, 2018
Attention Governor Greg Abbott and Lt. Governor Dan Patrick:
Lately, the two of you have suddenly begun claiming how much you love teachers despite
your actions over the last decade or so. Both of you have thrown around some big
numbers. Mr. Patrick saying he wants a $10,000 per year raise for teachers. Mr. Abbott
says he wants teachers to make six figures.
This confuses me a bit, as my experience with the two of you is that you love many things
more than public education.
You have shown love for charter schools, vouchers, tax credits, Empower Texans,
unfunded mandates, increased bureaucracy, less local control by school boards, a retreat
by the state in its constitutional obligations in regards to school finance, higher property
taxes as a result. Words are twisted to cover it all up with an A-F accountability system
(supposedly simplified) which offers a 100 plus page manual to outline the formulas within
formulas within formulas and serves no other purpose than to allow you to hold up a big
red “F.” You now can push your agendas, a repression of teacher votes through
government offices, and so many other things that I cannot name them all.
It boggles my mind that you would then consider the public so ignorant of your actions
that you believe that you can now sell yourselves as friends of public education. It comes
across to me as the height of hypocrisy.
Want to change my mind? Prove me wrong.
If you want teachers to believe that you have truly turned over a new leaf and wish to
support public education rather than simply grandstanding with meaningless rhetoric 90
days before an election, then call a special session and do it now.
You have the senate. No one in the House would stop any kind of bill you propose for
these purposes. Why wait on the uncertainty of elections? Let’s see you put state money
where your mouth is. Call a special session and get busy.
Or are you simply waiting on the polls to close?
I won’t hold my breath on real action by the two of you. I dare you to prove me wrong.
You might even change my mind about you if you have the fortitude to call a special
session, but there are no special interests paying you to do it, so I’m guessing that I and
my colleagues will still be voting against the two of you in November.
The ball’s in your court.
Posted on Facebook 08/22/18
Edited for clarity
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Lupe Valdez: As Vice President Mike Pence makes an insincere visit to Rockport today, he
should take a good look at the residents who have been abandoned by a conservative
leadership. Our recovery depends on learning from this mistake, not using suffering as a
political ploy — an afterthought to a fundraising stop.
Comments
Grace Pendland: Yes, well, insincere is right, Lupe, because he actually came into Houston for
a $70,000 host donation event. It is just a political showing to go to Rockport-Fulton. 4 Like
Carol Teston Hughes: The people in Rockport would be better off without a visit from him.
He’s tainted. 4 Like
Mathew Estes: Carol Teston Hughes I live in Rockport. it was actually really sad to see how
many here were so excited that Pence was coming. Sad to say the majority here love Trump
and Pence Like
Grace Pendland: Yuck! Like · Reply
Posted on Facebook 8/24/18)
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Bits & Pieces
Grandmas for Good
“Why were Trump’s supporters so convinced that
Clinton was the more corrupt candidate even as
reporters uncovered far more damning evidence about
Trump’s foundation than they did about Clinton’s?
Likely because Clinton’s candidacy threatened traditional
gender roles. For many Americans, female
ambition—especially in service of a feminist agenda—in
and of itself represents a form of corruption. “When
female politicians were described as power-seeking,”
noted the Yale researchers Victoria Brescoll and Tyler
Okimoto in a 2010 study, “participants experienced
feelings of moral outrage (i.e., contempt, anger, and/or
disgust).” 23 Comments28 Shares
Comments
pBottom line--they simply did not want a woman for President of the
US. Look at what they got instead.
pSounds like something from the dark ages. Where do these people
live??
pWhy are men so afraid of strong women? Because they know that
women are smarter, stronger and able to multitask!
pThey are doing it now on Pelosi, Feinstein, Waters, Warren and
other strong women in Congress. Also, watch how women who are
running for office are reported.
pIt is a twisted sense of what is important. Fox news has done a great
job of teaching people to think at a low level. The folks in power do
not want high level thinkers!
pBecause they are not too bright!???
pThey see the Emperor all dressed up!
pThis trump is overly using his fingers to communicate to the entire
world, do you have any idea when is he flying out of USA?
pDoes this really surprise anyone? This is the real reason they are
going after Planned Parenthood. They fear Women helping Women.
pHow about writing an article about I don’t care what they believe?
pAnd so they got what they deserve
pHorrifying and absolutely true.
pYes. Male supremacy!
pBecause they are really stupid!
pBrainwashed. He tells them exactly what they want to hear and not
what they need to hear.
pFox news has them brainwashed
pParty loyalty especially by evangelical who would support the devil
himself if it meant getting more seats on the supreme court. Its all
about their greed for power to get it no matter what. This is what
they've been told to do for 40 years now since becoming a political
body since Reagan supported religious political activism and Jimmy
Carter kept his religion separate. When they get the power they need
they will begin to institute their religious ideology on the population.
Overturn Roe v Wade; outlaw rights for homosexuals; demand
private school funding; implement religious teachings in public
schools; tear down the separation of church and state. Then install a
false sabbath of sunday worship on the nation.
pSupporters of the Pervert are 1 of 3 or 4 things. They are perverts,
sexists, racists, or traitors. No exceptions.
pWell if the morons would only do one thing .....and boy is it hard to
do Fact Check You F$$king Cowards You Know Who You Are!
pBecause they are f$$king Morons, just like him!
pThey are fools All idiots
pImpeach and Imprison the Traitorous, Tangerine Turd, its
Minions, pCronies, Family, and All the Repugnant Republican'ts
Supporting and Enabling the Idiotic Mango Mussolini A$$hole!!!
Posted on Facebook 08/23/18
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Democrats will honor the Oath of Office
to represent the best interests of the
United States of America and of the
people they have been elected to
represent!
About Time for Spine!
Katherine Savers McGovern • FaceBook 8/23/18
Joe Wells
pTrump’s Campaign was and his
Administration is a cesspool of corruption,
greed and criminality. Our Justice System,
Constitution and laws are just getting started
cleaning up this mess. In November the
American people can move the process
forward by electing Democrats.
#voteDemocratic

Comments
Rhonda Halasz Lands: Yes!
Madelyn Loftin Vote BLUE!
Keith Moore: If this doesn’t wake them
(R) up, I don’t know what it will take?
pJoe Wells: Among the crimes the President’s
Attorney pled guilty in sworn plea to Federal
Court are Felony Campaign Finance Payments
Violations done by the Presidents Lawyer with
the President’s knowledge, participation and
approval according to the sworn plea in
Federal Court of the President’s lawyer who
was the Vice Chairman for Finance of the
National Republican Party, and who now is a
convicted felon. #notawitchhunt #notahoax
#voteDemocratic
Posted on FaceBook 08/22/2018

How fast can you say this three times?
If POTUS and Pecker Paid
off a Pack of Pissed-off Porns stars,
How many Pissed-off Porn stars
would POTUS and Pecker have to Pay off?
Attributed to many • Found on FaceBook 8/25/18

Correction
The “Women’s March of Dallas” is not affiliated with
the “Women’s March DFW” or the “Women’s
March.”
We were informed of our error in an article in The
New York Times ( c. 7/30/18) about fake “Resisters”
page on FaceBook apparently Russian originated to
create discord.
We apologize for our error.
Rachel Baker Ford, editor.
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In Memoriam

We mark the passing of Eli Davis
Eli Davis, 88, a Dallas treasure died August 7, 2018.
Rosalind Davis-Grimes, one of Davis’ five adult
children, said her dad was the consummate teacher,
mentor and community servant.
“There were so many teachable moments he shared
throughout our lives,” Davis-Grimes said of her
father, a great-great grandfather of four. “ He
mentored, encouraged and helped shape the minds
of thousands of youth, children and adults. ... He
exhibited dynamic leadership.”
Davis served as a political operative for local, county,
state and national candidates and elected officials. He
was a veteran administrative assistant to state Rep.
Jesse Jones; a 35-year veteran Democratic precinct
chairman; and president of the Texas Coalition of
Black Democrats’ Dallas chapter. On the Dallas
County Democratic Party Executive Committee, he interacted with top government
officials, including former President Barack Obama, Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton and former Gov. Ann Richards.
A tireless servant, he volunteered his time to help others. He was active in about
two dozen civic, community service, and college alumni organizations including the
Dallas Area Agency on Aging advisory board; Dallas Homeowners League board; Big
Brothers Big Sisters; and the Boy Scouts as a Scoutmaster. He was also a five-time
Dallas County grand juror and twice served as foreman.
His honors include being an honorary Texas Ranger and
special assistant to Gov. Ann Richards. He received a Dallas
School District Distinguished Leadership Award.
A celebration of life service was held at Greater New Zion
Baptist Church where Davis was a member for more than
75 years, serving as a deacon and trustee officer,
Brotherhood president, youth director and a member of
various ministries, including jail and transportation.
Eli Davis survived by his wife of 66 years, Earlie Mae Rhodes
Davis, a large family and a host of friends and associates.
Rest in peace, faithful servant and friend,
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www.lupevaldez.com

https://votekimolson.org/

Labor Day Picnic for all the Democrats in Dallas County
Come with your friends and family, and enjoy one of the last
days of summer with your DCDP community.
4930 Military Pkwy, Dallas, TX 75227
12:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Monday, September 3, 2018
The DCDP will provide chicken and iced tea
Potluck-style – bring along your favorite side dish or dessert!

brandy@brandykchambers.com

https://winicanwin.com
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